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Abstract—Human interactions are not always specific and
literal. In day-to-day scenarios, humans interact with each other
in the manner that a lot of those involve uncertainties. When the
robot has to interact with the user regarding an instance in a
navigation scenario, the human user would effectively understand
and react quickly if the robot interacts using the same uncertain
concepts. However, the interactions, perception of situations,
awareness of environmental parameters, and interpretations of
those parameters should be accurate and human-like at the same
time. Therefore, this paper proposes an intelligent system that
has the capability to interpret spatial parameters and navigation
parameters associated with navigation in a dynamic environment
in a human-like manner. The proposed system considers the
navigation of an intelligent wheelchair in a domestic environment.
Parameters such as the velocity of the obstacles, distances to
particular obstacles, and the size of the obstacles are perceived
and interpreted according to the uncertainties attached to them.
Understanding of the situation is enhanced by considering the
fuzzy interpretations of numerical values of each parameter
and the mutual effect of other parameters on these fuzzy
interpretations of a particular parameter.

Index Terms—Human-Robot Interaction, Uncertain Terms,
Spatial Uncertainty

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid rising of the elderly and disabled population has
resulted in assistive devices catering to day-to-day require-
ments. Mobility is a very important part of human life. When
mobility is impaired the daily work gets difficult and the men-
tal state of people gets affected. Therefore researchers have
developed intelligent mobility assistive devices for the elderly
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and the disabled population [1]–[3]. Intelligent wheelchairs
are one of the solutions developed for this purpose. However,
not only should these devices effectively and safely serve
the purpose but also assist the human user as human-like as
possible [4].

Human interactions are not always specific and literal. In
day-to-day scenarios, humans interact with each other in the
manner that involve uncertainties [5], [6]. They communicate
using speech or any other modality, humans tend to use
uncertain terms and uncertain information. However, these
don’t seem to affect the understanding of these interactions.
When Human-robot interactive systems are developed, focus
has always been on understanding these uncertain terms using
available specifications such as speed, distances to the ob-
stacles, and other spatial parameters. When the robot has to
interact with the user regarding an instance in a navigation
scenario, the human user would effectively understand and
react quickly if the robot interacts using the same uncertain
concepts. For example, if a person is in immediate danger, it
is better to give the ballpark of the situation rather than going
in for literal and specific details. Further, the particular situa-
tions should be analyzed by the robot using the uncertainties
involved with the parameters.

Another concern with the assistive robotics devices such
as robotics wheelchairs is that the safety mechanisms are
paramount. This is due to the fact that users are directly
involved in the navigation and safety mechanisms installed
in the wheelchair directly affect the safety of the user [7],
[8]. Further the target community of intelligent wheelchairs
are dependent on the device for their mobility, safety, comfort
and convenience. Therefore, comprehending certain situations
during a navigation task is slower and ineffective compared
to a regular person. However, the interactions, perception
of situations, awareness of environmental parameters and
interpretations of those parameters should be accurate and
humanlike at the same time.

There are two types of approaches, human-robot interactive978-1-6654-8786-3/22/$31.00©2022 IEEE



applications can be developed especially for assistive devices.
First approach is to understand the user instruction in a way
regular humans do in day to day life and interpret certain
tasks accordingly. In that particular approach the robot has
to interpret certain user instructions according to uncertain-
ties involved in human-human communications [9]. Robot
is supposed to use external parameters and human nuances
to interpret those uncertainties. In this approach numerical
values of those parameters are used to interpret uncertainties
involved in user instructions. The other approach would be to
initiate either an interaction or execute certain tasks without
having any user involvement. In either of these situations,
robots must be able to comprehend external parameters in a
human-like way and make decisions and interpretations in the
same manner. Regular human decisions are based on instinct
and perceptions of external parameters aren’t always based
on calculations. Even if the robot doesn’t have to convey
a particular situation to the user, the robot must be able to
interpret a certain situation just like a perfectly capable human
[10], [11].

Therefore, this paper proposes an intelligent system which
has the capability to interpret spatial parameters and navigation
parameters associated with navigation in a dynamic environ-
ment in a human-like manner. The proposed system considers
the navigation of an intelligent wheelchair in a domestic
environment. Parameters such as velocity of the obstacles,
distances to particular obstacles and the size of the obstacles
are perceived and interpreted according to the uncertainties
attached to them. Mutual effect of these parameters is con-
sidered when interpreting a certain situation. Understanding
of the situation is enhanced by considering the fuzzy inter-
pretations of numerical values of each parameter and mutual
effect of other parameters on these fuzzy interpretations of a
particular parameter. Hence the proposed system can be used
in any wheelchair navigation system. Also this can be used to
generate human-like robot feedback, execute navigation tasks
quicker, safer and in a human-like manner.

II. RELATED WORK

For wheelchair users, mobility is what affects them the
most. Therefore to enable efficient mobility, intelligent nav-
igation systems have been developed for wheelchairs. Not
only that there are navigation systems developed assistive
robotic devices since mobility is a very important aspect
of human lives. The systems mentioned in [12] describes
intelligent navigation systems for robots in a smart home.
These systems are developed for domestic environments and
have used vision sensor information such as RGB-D data, lidar
data, IMUs, and others to detect obstacles and hence determine
the navigation direction. However, these have failed to detect
dynamic obstacles and the effect on navigation direction and
the trajectory has to be considered. Further above systems are
developed as navigation systems and the system decides the
navigation direction and the path. Hence the involvement of
the user in the decision-making process is quite limited and
the parameters considered are predefined.

As a solution researchers have considered dynamic obstacles
in navigation systems. Dynamic obstacles are also detected
with the static obstacles and information regarding those
obstacles has been used in navigation systems. In systems
mentioned in [4] have used different methods to detect dy-
namic obstacles and avoid collisions in the navigation path. A
series of shallow neural networks have been used to estimate
both the ego-motion and the motion of independently moving
objects in the system introduced in . Further, there is another
attempt to detect obstacles and avoid collisions in dynamic
and unknown environments using a neural network approach.
Here this is equipped with statistical dimension reduction
techniques to fast robot navigation. However, this system has
failed to detect dynamic obstacles in dynamic environments.
Hence there is a risk of collision in the navigation path. There
are other systems that have used event cameras and some
others have used distance calculation and discrete detection.
Although some of these parameters are crucial in collision
avoidance and obstacle detection, these have failed to consider
the dynamic properties of the objects. Hence these systems
would not adapt to any dynamic environment.

III. HUMAN STUDY TO IDENTIFY USER BEHAVIOR
TOWARD UNCERTAIN TERM USAGE IN NAVIGATION TASK

Randomly selected participants of the age range 22 to 45
(Average age of 28.5) were blindfolded and asked to navigate
a power wheelchair through a given path. Each participant is
assigned a person to guide him/her through the given naviga-
tion path. Each guide of the participant was given a brief on
the navigation path. He/she was further given descriptions and
instructions that have to be read to the participant in a given
navigation scenario. 12 navigation scenarios were designed
for the navigation map represented in Fig. 1. These scenar-
ios were designed using different navigation situations that
involve different sizes of dynamic obstacles, different speeds
of obstacles, different distances to the obstacles, and different
wheelchair speeds. For example, one scenario would involve
the wheelchair running into two people in a conversation with
each other. There would be another scenario where someone
is walking towards the wheelchair. Guides assigned to each
participant are given specific descriptions of 12 navigation
scenarios using numerical values and descriptions of the same
12 scenarios using uncertain terms. First at a given scenario
guide would read the specific description of that particular
scenario to the wheelchair user. Wheelchair user was asked
to rate the scenario in a scale from 1 to 5 according to the
level of emergency and the urgent response it needed. If the
situation is perceived to be required of an urgent response then
it would be rated as 5 and if the situation warrants the lowest
urgency, then it would be rated 1. This process was repeated
for the all 12 scenarios and participants were asked to rate the
scenario. Then the guide was asked to read the description of
a particular scenario using uncertain terms. This time the order
of the 12 scenarios was randomly changed in order to remove
the familiarity. After that participant was asked to rate the
scenario in the same way previously explained. This process



was repeated for all 12 scenarios for each participant. At a
given scenario for each participant, the group who designed
and conducted the study also had to give a rating according to
the urgent response the situation warrants. As represented by
the boxplot in the figure , for each scenario user ratings for
specific descriptions, descriptions with uncertain terms, and
actual rating intended are compared. According to the boxplot
comparison for each rating type for each scenario, users
have rated the scenario more urgent when it was described
using uncertain terms. For example, scenario one is given a
median rating of 2.5 when it was described using specific
parameter values and given a median rating of 4.5 when it
was described using uncertain terms. Also, the intended rating
for that particular scenario has a median rating of 4 which
is closer to the median rating given by the users when the
scenario was described using uncertain terms. That concludes
that wheelchair users tend to comprehend a navigation scenario
better when it is conveyed through uncertain terms. When
the range of the boxplot is concerned, it is higher when
the scenario was described using specific values. The reason
would be that different people would comprehend the situation
diversely when specific parameters values are given for them.
This is similar for all 12 scenarios and the ranges of the
boxplot for the other two ratings are lower. This is due to
the fact that almost all participants and actual intended ratings
given by the designers of the experiment are on the same page.

IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The overall system is given in the Fig. 2. As shown in
the diagram the system takes inputs from two sources. Visual
information of the surrounding environment is feed by the
visual sensor and the spatial information is take via laser
scanner. All the sensory inputs are preprocessed by the image
preprocessing unit and processed images are forwarded to
the information extractor. Moreover, processed visual images
are send to the object detector to identify depth data of
obstacles and the processed laser scanner data are send to
the obstacle identifier to identify the positions of obstacle
both static and dynamic relative to position of the system.
After that the identified depth details and positions of objects
are amalgamated to create spatial map by spatial information
overlapping unit. The amalgamated map and the extracted
information such as velocity, distance and obstacle size will
be the interpret into uncertain term by the Uncertain Term
Generator(UTG). Collision detection unit will use the same
data to identify possible collisions and rendezvous point with
dynamic objects and the system. Furthermore, the extracted
details wil be forwarded to the user system communication
module to communicate with the user.

V. UNCERTAIN TERMS FORMATION

The UTG module is responsible for the interpreting nu-
merical quantities into fuzzy terms. UTG receives quantified
values for the speeds and the size of objects. The normalized
values of those properties are used to calculate parameters for
the fuzzy membership functions. The system uses speed and

TABLE I
FUZZY RULE BASE TO IDENTIFY SPEED MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION

ACCORDING TO OBJECT SIZE AND THE DISTANCE BETWEEN OBJECT AND
THE SYSTEM

Input Memberships Distance
VC C M F VF

Object Size

VS M M S S VS
S M M M S S
M F M M M S
L F F F M M

VL VF VF VF F F
TABLE II

FUZZY RULE BASE TO IDENTIFY DISTANCE MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION
ACCORDING TO OBJECT SIZE AND THE SPEED RELATIVE TO THE SYSTEM

Input Memberships Speed
VS S M H VH

Object Size

VS VF VF F F M
S F F F M M
M F M M M M
L M C C C C

VL C VC VC VC VC

distance parameters to communicate with the user. Moreover,
the calculations used by system to interpret speed and distance
values into uncertain terms are not mutually exclusive. Both
parameters are depending on each other to interpret uncertain
information. As an example, consider two scenarios, when
a large object such as a car and a smaller object such as
Roomba robot come towards a person in wheelchair. Consider
both objects have same velocity. In the first case car is much
larger object than the robot. Therefore, the speed of the car
may seem like much higher than it looks like. On the other
hand, the Roomba robot can be even neglected due to its
smaller size. Therefore, the proposed method calculate both
distance and velocity parameter and compare it with the object
size to interpret quantified information as uncertain terms.
Algorithm 1 identifies the prioritized parameter and Algorithm
2 explains the process to calculate uncertain term for the
identified parameter and use it to interpret other parameter.
The rule base for fuzzy interpretation are given in TABLE I
and II. Refresh period of data and the normalizing of data is
done using Equation 1,2 and 3.

Algorithm 1 Parameter Selecting Algorithm
Require: : Target Parameter
Ensure: : Prioritized Parameter

if Target Parameter == speed then
Proritized parameter = distance

else
Proritized parameter = speed

end if

Refresh period(tr) =
vmax

d
(1)

Si = {S1, S2, S3, S4....}



(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Human study I: User ratings for specific descriptions(a), descriptions with uncertain terms(b), and actual rating intended(c).

Fig. 2. System Overview

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Fuzzy membership functions

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Wheelchair during navigation task, in a dynamic environment with
static and moving objects such as people and furniture.

object size =
Si

Smax
(2)

Vi = {V1, V2, V3, V4....}

speed =
Vi

Vmax
(3)

Algorithm 2 Uncertain identification process
Require: p
Ensure: uncertain term

1. Identify the prioritized parameter p ∈ {speed,distance} 2.
Calculate p′

3. Find the Uncertain Term from Rule Base
4. Initiate the defuzzification process.
5. Use the Difuzzified value to re-calculate uncertain term.

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

To validate the proposed intelligent system, 10 navigation
scenarios were designed considering all dynamic and spatial
parameters. For each of these scenarios outputs generated
by the intelligent system were recorded. Perceived speeds
of dynamic obstacles relative to the base frame of the laser
scanner and perceived distances to the obstacle were recorded
as outputs of the system. Parameter values required as inputs
to the system were extracted using the 3D laser scanner
installed on the wheelchair. Further to validate the results
from the system, for each of the scenarios human-generated



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 5. Example maps for Scenarios in TABLE III .

Fig. 6. Uncertain term change over time for three different objects from the
perspective of the wheelchair system

perceived speeds and distances were also recorded. This was
also conducted at the same instance when the system generates
the output for the fairness of the validation. For all the
scenarios the human-generated outputs and system-generated
outputs were compared.

Three instances generated out of the 10 navigation scenarios
were selected and perceived speeds of dynamic obstacles rela-
tive to the base frame of the laser scanner, perceived distances
to the obstacles, obstacle size, uncertain terms associated with,
priority parameter and, etc. were recorded. These values are
system generated for the selected three instances and they are
represented in the TABLE III . Further the maps corresponding
to each of the three instances and their respective laser maps
are also represented by the Fig. 5 .

In the first instance, there are two dynamic objects and three
static objects are considered. Objects 1 and 2 are dynamic

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Defuzzication process for scene 1 object 1 and scene 2 object 3 given
in TABLE III

obstacles that are clear with the velocity value attached to
them. However, there is a relative velocity attributed to the
other three static obstacles relative to the moving intelligent
wheelchair. The uncertain term attached to object 1 for the
velocity by the system is Fast (F) and for object 2, it is Medium
(M). The reason behind this is that the velocity of object 2 is
lower than object 1 and also the perceived distance to the
object is also higher for object 2. That is also the case for
object 3. Even though the velocity is even less compared to
object 2, the perceived distance to the object is comparatively
smaller. Therefore uncertain term of Medium (M) is generated
for that. This is further clarified in the case of object 5 which
is a static object hence very low velocity. Since the distance
to the object is very small compared while object size is also
larger, the uncertain velocity term generated is Very Fast (VF).
Further object 1 is not only the closest in terms of distance but
also has the highest velocity. Therefore, the uncertain distance
term generated is Very Close (VC). That is why object 2 also
got the uncertain term Close(C) even though the distance is a
higher value. The velocity attached to the object determines the
closeness of the object. Object 5 has got an uncertain distance
term of Medium (M) since the distance is a medium value
of 1.4 m. Object sizes are calculated as a ratio against the
wheelchair size. Therefore the sizes of dynamic objects are
smaller than the wheelchair while the others are large. Even
though the object size of object 1 is clearly smaller with an
object size of 0.7 uncertain term (UT Ob) generated for that is
Large (L) due to the higher velocity and smaller distance. Even
a small object with a very high velocity can be perceived as
a large object. However, with a larger object size and smaller
velocity, object 5 has got a UT Ob of Small (S) which is due
to the fact that the distance to the object is smaller compared
to others.

In the same way for the second instance, object 1 which is
a dynamic obstacle has got a UT Ob of L due to the higher
velocity and smaller distance to the wheelchair. However, even
with a higher velocity, UT Ob for object 2 is M because of the
large distance value of 5.6 m. Again because of the smaller
distance value of 0.6 m, UT Ob for object 5 is M even though
the object size is a higher value. Objects 1 and 2 both have got
a UT s of VC because of the higher velocity values of 1.42 m/s
and 2.34 m/s irrespective of the distance value. Further, the UT
V generated for object 2 is M even though the velocity is a
higher value since the distance from object 2 to the wheelchair
is very high. Also, the UT V generated for object 3 is Very



TABLE III
DEFUZZIFIED VALUES FOR THE PRIORITIZED UNCERTAIN TERMS

Scene Object Velocity Distance Object size UT-Ob UT-D UT-V Priority Parameter Defuzzified value Defuzzified UT

1

1 2.45 0.7 0.7 L VC F Speed 0.5 medium/high (80%)
2 1.6 2.8 0.8 M C M Speed 0.4 high(90%)
3 0 2.3 1.3 M F M Distance 0.19 close (90%)
4 0 2.5 1.4 M F M Distance 0.2 close (80%)
5 0 1.4 1.1 S M VF Distance 0.221 close (80%)

2

1 1.42 0.8 0.8 L VC F Speed 0.6 high(90%)
2 2.34 5.6 0.9 M VC M Speed 0.4564 medium (70%)
3 0 5.3 1.8 M M VS Distance 0.2 close (90%)
4 0 2.7 1.6 M M S Distance 0.2 close (80%)
5 0 0.6 1.5 M M S Distance 0.198 close(80%)

3

1 0.78 1.3 0.9 S M M Speed 0.2 close (80%)
2 1.85 2.4 0.7 M C F Speed 0.4667 medium (90%)
3 0 0.9 1.5 M M S Distance 0.4 medium (70%)
4 0 5.7 1.6 M F S Distance 0.2 close (80%)

Small (VS) compared to S generated for objects 4 and 5. The
reason for this is the much higher distance value of 5.3 m for
object 3.

For instance number 3, there are two dynamic objects which
are objects 1 and 2. Object 1 has got a UT s of M despite
having a smaller obstacle distance value and a smaller object
size. That is because of the velocity value of the object. Also
for object 2, Ut s term is C since it has a higher velocity
value of 1.85. Further, object 1 got a M(Medium) for UT
V, and object 2 got an F(Fast) for UT V because of their
higher velocity values. When we analyze these three instances
it is clear that the system has generated uncertain terms for
the three spatial parameters considering each other’s effect
on them. Further, when compared with the human-generated
outputs for each scenario, the acceptance rate for the system-
generated uncertain terms is higher than 70%. This further
validates the system-generated uncertain terms.

In all the scenarios the system identifies priority parameter
for the static objects with zero velocity as distance. In this
experiment the static objects are considerably large objects.
Therefore, the system recognized the distance uncertain term
as “close”. If the objects started to move the impact of the
speed will be higher. Which will be result in the change of
priority parameter.

VII. CONCLUSION

Human-human interactions have uncertainties and vague
expressions. When the human-robot interactive applications
are being developed it is important to consider these un-
certainties. The focus of these applications has always been
on interpreting uncertainties included in interactions using
crisp values of spatial parameters. Therefore in this paper, a
system has been developed to interpret the spatial parameters
as uncertain terms. The system considered the navigation of an
intelligent wheelchair in a dynamic environment. The spatial
parameters include the velocity of the obstacles, distances to
particular obstacles, and the size of the obstacles perceived
and interpreted considering the uncertainties attached to them.
Also, the mutual uncertainties attached to each parameter are
also considered. Uncertain terms generated for each scenario
have had effects of the respective spatial parameter and
the other two parameters. When compared with the human-

generated uncertain terms for each scenario, system outputs
had decent acceptance rates above 70%. These results con-
clude the fact that the interpretations of the robot perceived
spatial parameters adhered to human-like interpretations.
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